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Future robotic manipulators carried by a spacecraft will be required to perform complex 
taaks in space, like repairing satellitea. Such applications of robotic manipulators will encounter 
a number of kinematic, dynamic and control problem due to the dynamic coupling between 
the manipulators and the spacecraft. 
for studying the kinematics and dynamics of manipulaton in space./& problem is treated by 
introducing the concept of a Virtual Manipulator (VM). The kinematic and dynamic motions of 
the manipulator, vehicle and payload, can be dcscribed relatively ecuily in t e r m  of the Virtual 
Manipulator movements, which have a fixed bssc in inertial space at  a point called a Virtual 
Ground. It is anticipated that the approach described will aid in the dcsign and 
%new analytical modelin- - -.-_ 1 c 
f c34-' 
development of future space manipulator system. k--i--c 
_. - 
2. In t roduct ion  
Robotic manipulators are potentially very useful for performing complex tasks in non-industrial hostile enviroa- 
ments [1,2\, such M in space. A number of siudies have considered the potential applications of manipulaton in 
space and the capabilities that theae systems must have to achieve anticipated mission goals 13-51. Theae applicatioar 
include tasks such IU repairing, servicing and constructing space stations in orbit. Currently, the# tssks can only 
be performed by astronaut  Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA). Eliminating the need for EVA would obviously reduce 
hazards to the astronauts and mission costs. 
Unfortunately, the use of manipulators in space is complicated by the manipulator/spacecraft dynamic coupling. 
For example, movements of a manipulator will disturb the attitude of the spacecraft carrying it. This coupling 
will adversely affect the manipulator's precision, and reduce the on orbit life of the system by consuming excessive 
attitude control fuel. Also, any motions of the spacecraft, say due to the firing of attitute control j e b ,  will disturb 
the manipulator. Therefore, new manipulator concepts, designs and control techniques will be required to minimixe 
and compensate for t h e  manipulator/spacecraft dynamic coupling. 
Researchrrs working on the control of space manipulators have focused their attention on iauea such M sew 
w r  reqirements, path planning algorithms, teleoperator control [ 6 8 ] ;  the  problem of vehicle/manipulator dynamic 
interactions remain unresolved. 
This paper presents a new and effective analytical modeling method for studying the kinematia and dynamics d 
manipulators in space. The problem is treated by introducing the concepts of a Virtual Ground (VG) and Virtual 
Manipulator (VM). As discussed below the VG is located at :he center of mass of the manipulstor/spacecraft. :;stem. 
and the VLl is an ideal kinematic chain connecting the VC to any point on the real manipulator. Motions of a 
system, including a vehicle, manipulator and payload can be described easily by the VM. This model h s s  proven to 
be eiiective in calculating the kinematic and dynamic properties of the system; such w its inverse kinematic solutim 
and workspaces. This paper shows that the VM approach can also be iisedqo plan the manipulator's motions io 
order to minimize the  degrading consequences of the  manipulator/spacecraft dynamic interactions. 
3. A Mode l  of Manipulators In Spa.ce 
Future space manipulator systems will have one or more mechanical arms carried by a vehicle, M shown in 
Figure 1. The vehicle will be capable of motion in six degrees of freedom, and will have reaction j eb  for position and 
attitude ccntrol. Although manipulators could be driven by photovoltaicly powered electric actuators, which UM no 
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N 
I=l 
where 
Mtot = C MI 
Since there are no external forces, the VC is stationary .in the frame N and the vector V, io always COMtant. 
In the following development the VM propertia such u link dimenmioar and joint axes, for initid manipulator 
eontiguration we dwribed. Then the rulsr for ita joint movemanta am a function of the red manipulator joint 
movemento are presented. Referring to Figure 3, which shows the end effector VM for the manipulator shown in 
Figure 2, the im link of the Virtual Manipulator io defined by the vector Vi, 
Vi = Dl 
V, = Hi+D, 
VN H N - ~ + D N  (3) 
Di = R M,/Mto( ( i  = 1,2, ..., N) (4) 
Hi = Li M,/Mt.t (i = 1,2, ..., N - 1) (5) 
where 
and 
i 
('1 
i 
I=l 
The first VM link reprcsenta the vehicle's orientation. This link is attached io the VC by a spherical joint and 
ita motion is equal to the three vehicle rotations with reapect to inertid space. The end of the Virtual Manipulator 
terminates at the end effector, defined by a vector E, fixed in the N" VM link. 
The it' VM joint is taken M a revolute or a prismatic joint depending upon whether the ith joint of the red 
manipulator is revolute or prismatic. The axis of rotation for a revolute VM joint, i, u p u d l e l  to the Ut of the red 
manipulator joint Ai. Similarly, the translational axes of prismatic VM joinb u a  puallel to the corresponding ua 
of the real manipulator prismatic joinb. Equations (1) through (5) define the VM and ita p i t i o n  cotrarponding to 
the initial position of the rystem, M shown in Figure 2. The VM links will all be parallel to the red manipulator 
links in c ~ o d  where all the centers of m w  for all manipulator links lie on a line connecting the manipulator jointn 
on the corresponding link. 
The VM will move M the jointa of the real manipulator move. The angular rotations of the VM revolute jointm, from 
their initial position, are equal to the angular rotatiom of the cormponding revolute jo inb  for the red manipulator. 
The prismatic virtual joint translations are ratios of the corresponding real prismatic joint tramlatiom. For an end 
effector VM, translation of the virtual joint, P,, is given by: 
i 
q z l  
For the VM in its position of construction, ita initial position, the vduea of T, are taken M zero. Hence the initial 
magnitudes of P, are zero. The prismatic joint motiom, T,, are referenced to the initial position. 
P, = Tj MqIMtot (6) 
If a VM that is constructed according to Equations (1) through (5), moves with the real manipulator according 
to the above description, and its link shapes and lengths remain constant M the manipulator moves, then i t  CM k 
rhown (see Appendix A) that: 
1 The axis of the it" virtual joint is always parallel to the it" axis of the real system joint, and 
2 The Virtual Manipulator cnd point will always coincide with the real manipulator's end effector. 
These properties enable the kinematic and dynamic motions of a free-floating manipulator system to be described 
by the motions of a much simpler Virtual Manipulator which hss a fixed baae in inertid space. The propertien of the 
VM remain the same M long M the mass property of the system docs not change. For example, when the manipulator 
grasps a free-Roating pay load, the VM changes. According to Equations (1) through (5), the VM link lengths will 
be reduced for the addition of a payload. Virtual Manipulatom constructed for points other than the end effector 
have different links than the links defined in Equation ( I ) ;  and their joint movemenb maybe diKerent than the on- 
described above, for example, prismatic joint translations may be the vector (Pi - Ti),  depending upon location of 
the point used to construct the VM 191. 
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mution  fuel, manipulator motionr could disturb a vehich'r p i t i o n  and attitude and m u l t  in the conrumption of 
a c a r i v e  unounta of attitude fuel. The w f u l  !if0 of rpuurdt ry r t em u often limited by the unount of reactioa 
jet fuel they C U I  carry. < 
Two approachea to wlve this problem arc: 1) permit the vehicle to move and compenuk for the bue motion# in 
the manipulator tmk planning; and 2) plan the manipulator motionr u) that they do  not c a w  the vehicle Lo move 
oxcarively. The firat of these a p p r o u b a  requircr the ability to perform invene kinematic and workrpaa ulculmtiona 
for a free-floating ry rkm [lo]. The recond requires methob for planning manipulator motionr that would aelf'rrect 
the vehicle'r orientation with little or no mution  jet adjwtmeato. Them a p p r o d m  and uoci.kd h a  uc 
d d d  here through the Virtual Manipulator technique. Arumed in thir work ia that the external forccr/Loqua 
acting on the ryrtem are neg&gible, and that the ryrtem u free flmting. Al.0 urumed u that  tho ryrkm elements 
may be modeled M rigid bodier. The later uumpt ion  may not be valid if a manipulator murt M o m  high r p d  
motions. 
4. Analytical Development of the Virtual Manlpuhtor 
The Virtual Manipulator (VM) is a m w l a r  kinematic chain terminating at an u b i t r u y  point on the  red 
manipulator. Ita bssc is the Virtual Ground (VG), which ia an imaginary fixed point in inertial rpue.  It ir proven 
below that  for a given rystem the properticr of the VM and location of the VC are fixed. VMm exut for many 
different manipulator structurcr, such M open or c l o d  chunr, single or many branch a r m ,  ravoluk or prirrnatie 
jointo [ @ I l l .  The discussion in thir paper will be limited to manipulators c o r n p o d  of spatial m i d  &aim with 
revolute or prismatic connections. Although VMs exist for any point on the real manipulator, this paper deals with 
VMs whose end points coincide with the real manipulator end effector. 
The VC is defined to be the center of maan of the manipulator system. h o m  elementry mechanical when there 
are no external forces, such M from reaction jete, the VC will be fixed in an inertial space. It will not move due to 
any internal forcea of the system such M joint torqucr, or due to any manipulator motions. 
Figure 2 shows a schematic drawing of an N body spatial manipulator system. The Brat body in the chain 
represents the vehicle which carriea the manipulator. The NfA body ir a combination of tLe payload and the lmt 
link. The itA joint is called 4, and C, ir the center of mam of the it* body. The vectora I& and L, connect C, to 
J, and J ,  to C,+l, respectively. The vector RN connccta Cn to the end effector. The vectors R, and I.,-, are fixed 
relative to the if" l ink,  and hence the angle between theee vectors is constant for all system configurations. If the eiA 
manipulator joint is a revolute joint, the vector defining the axis of rotation of Ji is called A,, and the angle e, b the 
rotation of the it* joint. If the if* manipulator joint is a prirmatic joint, the vector Ti ir defined to ba the translation 
along the translational axiq. If the i*" joint is revolute, then the magnitude TI is q u a l  to zero. 
A 
N- 1 
Figure 1: A Space Manipulator System. 
Figure 2: N Body System in Space. 
The location of the VC for this system in inertial space, the center of m w  of the system, can be found by knowing 
wme initial position of the system. The vector S(0)  defines the initial known location of the end effector with respect 
to an inertial reference frame N. Then the location of the VG, the vector V,, can be obtained from conservation of 
linear momentum by: 
N 1 - 1  
1=1 J = I  
v, = c[s(o) - C ( R ,  + L, + T,)JM,IMt,l (1) 
3 3 7  
Figure 3: N Body System and its VM. Figum 4: A Three Body PIMU System and 
ita VM. 
Table 1 g i v a  the propertied of a very simple PIMU manipulator and i ts  Virtual Manipulabr ,  shown in Figurn 4. 
I t  should be remembered t h a t  the method is not ra t r ic ted to planar s y s t e m .  
5. Appllcatlons of Virtual Manlpulatm 
T h e  Virtual Manipulator approach has a number of pomible applications. VMs can be uoed to simplify the 
inverse kinematics of rpue  mmipulators, calculate their workspuw, p l m  their motions and formulate the equations 
of motion [9-111. I t  rhould be noted t h a t  w h g  conventional methods, them problem am far more difficult for spue 
manipulatom than for industrial manipulators with fixed bucr .  In the  sections below, t h e  use of the VM is shown 
for workspace analysis and path planning. 
A. Workspace Analysb 
Since the vehicle and manipulator'dynunics are coupled, the manipulator's motions will cause the vehicle to move 
and this in turn makes it difficult to find the manipulator workspace. In fact several different t y p  of w o r k s p u a  
exist. In this scction, a workspace called the constrained workspue, for a manipulator in space is defined, for a mom 
complete discussion of space manipulator workspues refer to references [Q,lO]. For the  conatrained workspace it u 
.ssumed tha t  the attitude, but not the location, of the vehicle is controlled. Thin CUI be achieved without the UI of 
at t i tude control fuel by employing reaction wheels, or by using the self correcting maneuvers diecuaaed later in this 
paper- 
To find the constrained workspace, a Virtual Manipulator is constructed t o  the end effector of the  real manipu- 
lator. T h e  joint limita of the real manipulator a m  transformed into VM joint limits. T h e  workspace of the Virtual 
Manipulator is then found using conventional workrp.ce analysis methods 1121. The real manipulator workspace will 
be equal to the VM workspsce becausc of the followiag remons. T h e  VM end point coincided with t h e  real m m i p  
ulator end effector, and it is assumed tha t  it is possible to control the orientation of the  fimt VM link, representing 
the vehicle, with respect to inertial space. The  other joints are controlled with their actuators. This workspace will 
always be a spherical shell, Msuming there are no limits on the vehicle orientations. Figure 5 shows t h e  constrained 
workspace for the simple two link manipulator shown in Figure 4,  it WM found using its VM. 
B. Path Planning 
In certain ca,ees, the  magnitude of the rotations of the vehicle caused by the manipulator's motion may not be 
acceptable. For example, vehicle rotations may cause communication devices to loose their signals. Vehicle rotations 
can be controlled using reaction wheels or reaction jets. However. these devices have the disadvantages of increucd 
mechanical complexity and system weight or increased consumption of attitude control fuel. 
It is shown below t h a t  the manipulator i h l f  can be moved in such a way M to have the end effector follow a 
nominal specified path and yet have a prescribed vehicle orientation, with specified limits, without using attitude 
control fuel or requiring reaction w h e l s .  
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W M  R L D 
no (KO) (m) (m) (m) 
1 50 1.0 1.0 0.33 
3 50 0.5 0.5 
2 50 0.75 0.75 0.5 
x = qe,x)b, 
P: 3 by n matrix with elementa F,,, 
X: 3 by I vector of vehicle inertial orieotationr with elemencI, Xi,  
8 : n by 1 vector of joint ~ g l a  with elemenk 0, 
H 
(m) 
0.33 
0.s 
In general, Equation (7) u non-integratable, that is: 
(7) 
Therefore, the find vehicle orientation dependr on path taken by the manipulator from one porition to another. It 
followr that the find vehicle orientation will change if the manipulator m o v c r  dong one path in joint r p u e  and 
returnr to ita initial pmition by another path. Thu ir a rimilu notion to the one whicb permik a r o n a u t a  to reorient 
their bodion by moving their l i m b  [l3]. T h b  le& to a rtrakgy for djurt ing or correcting motionr of the  achicle'r 
orientation. In this rtrakgy nomind trajectoria are eelccted for the end effector and vebicle orisirtation. Then the 
joint motions are executed wuming  the vehicle followr ita trajectory. If at any point the vehicle orientation devi- 
from its deaired path by more than a rpeciRc unount, a aria of amdl cyclic motionr, rlected to corrsct for the 
vehicle orientation are d d e d  to the joint motionr. 
To find the  cyclical joint motion. that achieve the daired v e h i c b / h  orientrkion cormctiono, it u uumcd art 
them motions are smdl enough that the end effector deviaka only by a rmdl unount from itr nominal trajectory. 
Thio smdl motion aaeurnption permik the uae of a nonlineu ryrtem model in which nonlincuitir of order g w r  
than 2 can be neglected. 
First, let X be a set of Euler mglea defining the b u e  orientation with rclpec; to UI inertial coordinate frame. 
The initid and desired final b u e  orientation8 are X, and X d ,  mpectively. The daired change in the Eulcr ~ g l s  ir 
defined by 
6 X = X ,  - X d  (9) 
Let 8 0  be t h e  vector defining the initial and f ind  joint p i t i o n r  at the beginning and end of the correction 
maneuver. Also let the vectors 6V and 6W define small joint movementa. The c l o d  correction path is constructed 
by having the manipulator move dong the r:raight lines, in joint r p r e  defincd by vectors 6V and 6W rhowo in 
Figure 6. 
For srndl 6V and 6W the following quat ion C M  be obtained from Equation (7). 
( k  = 1.2,3) 
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where ax,, 64 and 6Wi are elemento of t h e  vectors 6X, 6V and 6W, nrpectively. In the c w  of a t h m  DOF oparirl 
manipulator, Equation (IO) will yield three q u a t i o m  with rix unknownr. Three d d i t i o n d  constrain q u a t i o m  am 
r e q u i d  to rolve for 6V and 6W. 
If vectors 6V and 6W are pardlel, the cyclic motion will not produce any vehicle rotation. Therefore i t  u U I O U ~ ~  
that t h m  vectors are perpendicular: 
6Vr. 6W = 0. 
Further, the magni tuda  of 6W and 6V are ueumed to k equal: 
6Vr -6V = 6Wr*6W, (12) 
(1)) 
and one of the  elementa of 6V u &omen to be a linear combination d the other two. For example, 
WJ = (6va + 6v1)/2 
Equation0 (IO) through (13) yield mix adu q u a t i o a r  with six d u  unknoirnr, which cao bo r o l d  for tbo 
d a i r e d  joint trqjectoria, 6V and 6W. If the required correction, bx, u lugr, the vduar  of 6V a d  6W m r y  v i o b  
the  rmall joint motion u u m p t i o n .  In t h u  c a n  the d a i r e d  comct ioo  cut bo aehiovod by a a r k  of m cyclicrl 
correction maneuvers. I t  u rhown b low that at each cycle Equatioao (10) through (13) do not h v o  to bo raa~lrd 
and t h e  Anal porition can be d i r v e d .  
Reftrring to Figure 7, T(X,) u a 3 by 3 matrix which truufom a vacLor e x p d  in  vehick body c o o d i n a k a  
(x,y,z) into inertial or Newtonian coordinates (Ns,Nv,Na), when the body io at j t h  orientation. The truuformatioa 
matrix for the  initial vehicle orientation ie T(X.). The tramformation matrix for the demird v8bich p i t i o n  to k 
achieved after m cycles io T(X4). After one correction cycle, the tramformation matrix io T(X, + 6x), where, 
T(X, + 6x1 = T ( S ) A ,  ( 1 0  
and the  matrix A is the transformation matrix from the vehicle pooition, one cycle from t h e  initial vehicle p i t h ,  
back to the initial p o d i o n .  T h e  A matrix will not change with each cycle k a u #  t h e  totd qmtem, vehicle rad 
manipulator, have been subject only to a rigid body rotation in inertial rpue. Hence after m c y c l a  the trandormation 
matrix from the desired system p i t i o n  to inertial coordinata  io rimply: 
Equation (15) can be solved for A: 
A = pA1lmp-' 
where A is a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of T(X,)"T(Xd) and P ir a matrix of correapoading cigenvecton. 
Using the A matrix obtained from Equation (16), the change in Euler a n g l a  (ax) are cdculakd from baa- 
tion (14 ) .  Then the joint correction motions for each cycle, 6V and 6W, are obtained by solving Equationr (10) 
through (13). The manipulator ahould go through the derived joint t ruuformrt iom (6V. 6 W  ) m tima to rpprovh 
the desired vehicle orientation. However, the final vehicle orientation after m cyclea will urually be dightly different 
than t h e  desired orientation because of the neglected higher order nonlinearities. in order  to achieve t h e  d c s i d  
vehicle orientation more precisely, t h e  over all correction may need to be broken into several smaller corrections rpd 
the p r . x M  repeated with a slightly different set of 6V and 6W for each subcorrection. 
Starting Potnt e .ow L e3 
- 8W 
Figure 6: A Cloaed Path Correction in Joint Space Figure 7: Vehicle Coordinate Rotation Due to Cyclic 
for a Vehicle Rotation. Manipulator Motion. 
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?itore 8: Spatid 3 DOP S p u r  Manipulabr. 
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6. Summary and Concludon 
In this paper, the concepts of Virtual Manipulaton and Virtual Grounds are d k u d .  The end effector VM 
characteristics and proof of ita propertics for serial link with revolute and prismatic j o inb  were presented, and mme 
of ita applications were d k u r a d .  This is a new concept and further research is required to demorutrate itm full 
capabilitiea. 
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Appondix A: Proof of Virtual Manipulator Properttu 
Fint it will be proven t h a t  for VM constructed using t h e  rulsr prsrented in metion 4 of t h u  paper the VM end 
point r i l l  coincide with the end effector. Then i t  will be proven t h a t  when the manipulator goar through movement 
the  VM joint  motions deKribed in w t i o n  4 will keep the VM end point on the  end effector. 
P i n t ,  recognizing tha t  the system center of m u  u stationary in  the  inertial frame N, V, remaim stationary in 
this frame and referring to Figure 2 yie lb :  
N-1 
MioiV, = M N S  + MN-IIS  - L N - ~  -T N - ~  - R N - ~ ]  + . . + MIIS - (L, + Ti + a)] (A1) 
ir 1 
Recall t h a t  if the  i f r  joint is revolute Ti = 0, otherwiw, ik magnitude u equal to the  prismatic joint translations 
from the initial manipulator configuration and i k  direction u d o n g  the  translational a i s .  Equation (Al)  can be 
mlved for S ( t )  M follows, 
Ml 
Mi01 
S ( t )  = V, + -(R1 + Ti + Li) + . . . 
Equation (A2) can be written in t e r m  of the vectors D,, Hi and P, by using Equations (4) through (6), to yield: 
S(t )  = V, + (D1 + HI + PI) + . . . + (DN- .~  + "-1 + PN-I) 
E(t) = V, +Vi +PI + . . . + P N - 1  + v N  
(A31 
Using Q u a t i o n  set (3) and the fact t h a t  the end effector m i t i o n  is always equal to S( t )  + RN gives: 
(A41 
It should be noted tha t  this equation does not depend upon the existance of the Virtual Manipulabr. T h e  vector 
chrin r e p r m n t d  by Q u a t i o n  ( A l )  describea the end effector poaition relative to the  N reference frmne for all time. 
For the  initial manipulator position the VM conatucted according to the procedure outlined in m t i o n  4 haa an 
end paint d m r i b e d  by the following vector chain, 
vg + VI + .  +VN (A51 
Comparing Equations (A4) and (AS) i t  follows that  in the initial position, when the  P,'s are q u d  to zero, t h e  end 
effector coincides with t!re VM end point. 
Now it will be proven tha t  M the  real manipulator movea the VM joint motions d w r i b c d  in scction 4 will keep 
the VM end point on the real end effector. Say the manipulator goen through some joint movement, from section 4, 
the followin8 vector chain describes the  VM end point, where the Pi's u e  no longer zero, 
V; + V; +Pi + .. . +P>-1 +V> (A61 
In the  following paragraphs it will be proven that  the veciors Vl, V; and P: in Equation (A6) are the m e  aa V,, 
v, and P, in Equation (Al ) ,  mpectively, therefore, the VM end point wil: coincide with the real end effector. The 
vector v, is always constant, therefore, 
v; = v, (A71 
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The initial real manipulator linke are compuaed of vecpn  4-1 + and since the manipulator l inh w rigid, the 
magnitude of the vecton Li-1 and & and the mgla between them M always comtant. Since the magnitudaa of 
4-1 and & M constant, then from Equations (4) and (5) the magnitudm of a-1 and Di will al.0 k conatanb. It 
can .bo be aeon that the anglea between Hi-1 and Di are conatant. Then 
lVil= la-I + Dil Vt, i (A81 
The Virtual Manipulator linkr are compared of the Vi vecton. Them linkr don't change their rhapa and length 
u a function of time and eince magnitudw of V; u e  initially equd to magnitudaa of Vi, and mynitudw of Vi do 
not change with time it followr that: 
lV;I = IHi-l+ DiI = lvil Vt, i (A91 
The magnitude of the vecton Pi in Equation (A4) and the Pi vecton in Equation (A6) w both obkind from 
the red manipulator prbmatic joint tramlatiom, wing Quation (e), thorefore by desnition, 
lPil= lpil Vt,i (A10) 
Now it will be proven that the direction of the vecton Vi and Pi in Equation (A6) w parallel to v e c w m  Vi and 
Pi in Equation (Al), respectively. 
Pint  it can be eotablished that the rotationa of the first VM link u e  oet q u a l  to the vehicle rotationa and hence 
the first V M  link will alwaye be parallel to the vehicle. Therefore, 
Vi =VI vt ( A l l )  
Since axis of rotation or translation of the first real and virtual jointa u e  Rxcd relative to their cormponding fint 
linke, and the rotations of the first VM link is the m e  M the vehicle, and there wccn are initially constructed to be 
parallel, then they will always be parallel. 
Now consider the CMC when the first red manipulator joint is revolute. The elemenb of the F o n d  VM link Hi 
and D; will be parallel to LI and Rr and in turn the vecton V; and VI will be parallel and 
v; =VI Vt ( A W  
because the rotational axis of the first VM and real manipulator joints are parallel, M shown above, and the magnitude 
of their rotationa are equal by construction. 
In the cases where the first joint is prismatic, the elements of the second VM link Hi and D; will be parallel to 
Ll and Rt and in turn the vectors V; and Vl will be parallel and 
v; =Vr vt (A131 
vi =vi Vt, i (A141 
Pi =Pi V t , i  (A151 
because the VM and real manipulator translational axis for this joint are parallel. In the same manner it is possible 
to show that 
Also, in a similar manner all the translational axis of the real manipulator and the V M  are always puallel, and from 
Equation (Al l ) ,  
Substituting Equations ( A l S ) ,  (A14) and (A7) into (A6), and comparing the result with Equation (A4) shows that 
the end effector will always coincide with the VM end point, and this compleb the proof. 
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